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Absfvact-Video surveillance is concemed with identifying 2. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING abnormal or unusual activity at a scene. In this paper, we develop stochastic models to characterize the normal activities in a scene. Given video sequences of normal activity, probabilistic models are leamt to describe the normal motion in the scene. For any new video sequences motion trajectories are extracted and evaluated using these learnt probabilistic models to identify if they are abnormal or not. In this paper, we have employed the commonly used prototype based representation to describe the movement of individual objects. The model parameters are estimated in the Maximum-Likelihood framework.
There are several static features that are useful in identifying abnormal activity. However, in a generic video surveillance system, information about the the strongest clue to detecting abnormal activities. Many surveillance algorithms use motion information as the main feature [4], [5] . Our algorithms ,are aihed at'detecting motion patterns ofobjects that are abnormal in a given scene.
The simplest representation of the motion of an object is in terms of its motion trajectory which is a sequence of its imaee coordinates. In order to obtain the motion trajectories of of objects
INTRODUCTION
Video surveillance is concemed with identifying abnormal or unusual activity. When viewed in the pattem recognition framework, the video surveillance task consists of a feature extraction stage and a classification stage. There are surveillance algorithms where the classification rules are prespecified and no learning is involved [I] . In other surveillance algorithms, prior domain knowledge and data are combined to yield classification rules [2].
In some algorithms [3] , no prior knowledge about the scene is available, but labeled training samples of every type of abnormal activity that must be classified are available. Algorithms of the above type are however limited in that they can only ieam to classify activities for which labeled training samples are available. In the video surveillance scenario, it is easy to see that while sufficiently many samples of normal activities may he easily provided, it would he difficult to provide a comprehensive set of examples that describes all types of unusual activity that we wish to detect. OAen an activity is unusual because there are no previous occurrences ofthis activity! Hence it would be desirable to have a video surveillance algorithm which uses only samples of normal activity in a particular scene in order to make a decision as to whether the objects in the video sequence, it is necessaryto first isolate moving objects and then track these through the video sequence. We have combined some existing algorithms [6] for moving object segmentation and object tracking to automatically extract motion trajectories of object points from the video sequence.
If an object i persists in the video sequence for n i frames, then its trajectory is given by Ti = {(zij,yij) : 1 5 j 5 nil. The collection of all trajectories is represented as 7 = {T; : 1 5 i 5 N}. The motion trajectories are the input to the feature extractor. From every object trajectory Ti. the extracted feature sequence is represented as Si, Si = {sij : 1 5 j < nil.
The individual feature vecton, aij, should capture details of the object's instantaneous motion as well as the location in the image where this motion is happening. .Therefore, our choice forthe si, vectorissy = (x,jryij,6'ij,b;j). whereBij and bij represent the direction and the speed of the motion respectively. These s;j would be referred to aspow vecfors. The s i j ' s are vector quantized using the K-means algorithm. We denote the set ofprototypes obtained through vectorquantization by P = {pk : 1 5 k 5 K } . The quantized sij are represented as f,. Every trajectory is now represented as: F , = { f , j : l c j~n i } w h e r e f i j €P,Vi,j. 
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR MOTION
a particular activity is normal or abnormal. The algorithms that we present fall into this category. TRAJECTORIES
In this paper, we present algorithms to leam the distribution from which the sample trajectories T; (of normal motion) have been drawn. We have used a model-based approach and estimate the model parameters in the Maximum Likelihood (ML) framework.
F, defined earlier is the prototype representation for a single motion trajectory. F = { F i : 1 5 i 5 N } is the entire data set. The first assumption that we make is that the individual trajectories (in the training set) are drawn in an independent identically distributed manner. This essentially means that the motion of one object is not affected by the motion of other objects. Since theset oftrajectories is our data set and we utilize the ML formulation for estimation, this independence assumphp necessary. Such an assumption is made in almost all surveillance algorithms.' Suppose the F i ' s were drawn from a density g ( , ) , then the likelihood of the data set
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In general, there could be different kinds of normal motion. For example; in a highway scene with traffic moving in two directions; at least two distinct liinds of motion are normal. Hence, we model the density g( .) BS a mixture density given by:
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;., . , . 'density function for F,. Since every f,j takes values from a finite set, however, it is possible to characterize their distrihution using a probability mass function. In this particular case, we do not need to explicitly assume any parametric form for the distribution of f;j. Suppose that Pm(:) is the probability mass function of the fij. To be able to express the density gm(.) in terms ofP,(.), it is necessary to model the relation between f j ' s in the same sequence. Two simple assumptions are those of independence and a Markovian dependence. In the first case, we could write g,(.) in terms of P,(.) as:
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Here P, denotes the mass iimction of the prototype flow vectors. In the'second case (Markovian dependence), we can write gm(.) as: initial 'state' til. Here t i l is the same as S;I, the first flow vector. That is, we are leaving si1 as unquantized. This is to ensure that under the density learnt, motion can, in principle, start at any point.
It is possible to use either Eq. (3) or (4) in place of gm(.) in Eq. (2). In the next two sections, we explain how the model parameters can be estimated in each of the above cases under the ML framework.
Assuming that successive f;j in the same trajectory are stochastically independent is ohviously unreasonable. The motion of an object in a frame certainly depends on the motion in the previous frame. However, most current surveillance algorithms employ such a independence assumption. On the other hand the Markovian assumption is much more reasonable. Also, the model estimation in the Markovian case is not particularly more difficult. We show through our results that the Markovian model performs better.
Independent Pmrotype based Model -IPM
In the case of the IPM, we assume that successive prototypes in the same sequence are independent of each other. Hence, Pm(.) is the probability mass function in the m t h mixture component. This mass function is defined over the elements. of a finite set of prototypes P. Thus, g,(.) is given by Eq. (3).
The model to be estimated is got by substituting Eq. (3) The model parameters are the mixing components A , and the mass functions P,. The ML estimates ofthese are found using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The update equations can be derived using the EM method. (The details can be found in [6].)
Markovian Prototype based Model -MPM
Here we assume that the sequence of feature vectors f ,j of a trajectory have Markovian dependence. Hence the model to be estimated is given by substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (2) as:
Here, e,(.) is the density from which the first element of the sequence is drawn (in themth mixturecomponent). It is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean pm and covariance matrix E,. This Gaussian is defined only over (~~1 , & I ) , the starting locations of every trajectory. P,(./.) is a conditional mass function over the set of prototypes P. As before the model parameters are estimated in the ML framework. 
RESULTS
We show results of both the models that we have developed on a sequence shot at a subway in the Indian Institute of Science campus. We show a few image frames for this sequence in Fig. 1 . Normal motion consists of movement on the two roads in predefined directions.
We obtain samples normal motion by recording a video (with a static camera) at the subway for about 30 minutes. The object tracks are automatically extracted and these tracks are used to generate prototypes. The number of prototypes has been set to 50. During training, the number of mixture components has been set to 2 in both the models. Learning the models in both cases requires around 500 iterations of the EM algorithm. Once the model is learnt, given any motion trajectory, it is declared as abnormal if its likelihood undir the learnt density is below a threshold.
In this example, two abnormal trajectories have been used to test the algorithms. The first abnormal movement consists of a person crossing the road. This has been shown in Fig. 2 . The second is a car moving in the opposite dimtion on the road. This has been simulated by running the video in reverse.
In both the IPM as well as the MPM, the trajectory corresponding to the first abnormal sequence (man crossing road) has low likelihood and is therefore identified as abnormal.
However, the second abnormal movement (car moving in backward direction) leads to some interesting results. The sequence of prototypes that the trajectories get mapped to all have high likelihood under a learnt model. This is to be expected given that we find the nearest prototype for each feature vector si,. The specific order of the sequence of prototypes would be wrong. However in IPM, under the independence assumption, the order has no effect on the final likelihood. This is why IPM fails to detect the abnormality. In the caw of the MPM, the,Gaussian density 4, defined earlier, bas., a very low likelihood forthe very first flow vector, causing the sequence to immediately get identified a9 abnormal. Even ignoring the 4, it is seen that the sequence gets identified as abnormal due to the fact that the prototypes occur in the se-. quence in the wrong order. Even though the same prototype based representation is used in both, due to the Markovian dependence among flow vectors, the MPM performs better than IPM.
COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS
Both the MPM and the'IPM are very simple algorithms to implement. The use of prototypes allows us to learn the prob ability mass function (or conditional mass function in the MPM) over the set of prototypes P without assuming anything regarding the form of the distribution. This is the reason for the popularity of the prototype based representation.
However, as shown through our results, the Markovian pi sumption yields better results than the independence assump tion. Consider an abnormal motion trajectory F' = {fi; 1 5 k 5 m}. In the prototype based representation, we have f; E P Vk. This is because we flrst obtaining the flow vectors of the trajectory and then finding the 'nearest' prototype to each flow vector. In the case of the IPM, for the trajectory F' to have a low probability, at least one of the f; must have low probability in all the mixture densities learnt and this may not happen in general, because the mass function is learnt using the normal motion trajectories. Hence, by representing all motion trajectories by prototypes that have been derived hom the normal motion trajectories, the prototype based representation seems to cause a 'normaliiing' of the motion trajectories. Of course, we could use a distance based thresholddur: ing the process of quantizing the flow vectors into prototypes and declare a trajectory as abnormal if we can't find a.prototype which is close enough. In fact, in the previous example of a car moving in the opposite direction on the highway, by setting a threshold of 0.85, we are able. to identify the tra-: jectory as abnormal. However, the method,is sensitive to the threshold that we set. Also, it is possible that different prototypes'may have different thresholds and that is difficult to capture in such a method. More importantly, in this method, we are not using t~e learnt probability density at all! Further, such a method may be able to detect only some types of abnormal motion trajectories.
The Markovian assumption is useful in reducing the effectof normalizing in the prototype based representation. In the case of the MPM, for the same motion trajectory F', we require that the conditional probability of at least one successive pair of prototypes is low in all the mixture densities. Hence, even though the conditional distribution has heen'estimated for the normal trajectories only, some ofthe abnormal trajectories do not get 'normalized' as in the case of the IPM. This is highlighted in the example of the car moving in the opposite direction. In this sequence, the order of the prototypes (in terms of the successive (x, g) coordinates) is incorrect. Therefore, in the MPM, such a sequence is identified as abnormal even though the IPM is not able to do this. Also, the MPM is sensitive to where the motion trajectory begins. This is because of the factor S(.). This behavior might actually he preferred in some cases. For example, in a room, we might expect that people enter only through the door. On the other hand, in other situations where we might have to contend with incomplete trajectories, this might prove a hindrance. In cases where this behavior is undesirable, we could actually disregard the learnt 4(.) densities during the testing phase: In this ,case, the likelihood of a, sequence would he In this.paper we have developed algorithms for detecting abnormal activities in an input video. .The technique is based on leaming a probabilistic model.of normal or usual motion trajectories. These models are learnt based only on examples of normal activity and,this is a novelty of the method. Also, unlike most other methods, we do not have to assume independence of successive.flow vectors. The model employing Markovian dependence is shown to he good through some empirical results.
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